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Creating your brand’s
‘sweet spot’.




Where strategy meets design.
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Growing today’s brands







We’re a full service, Perth-based boutique creative studio, specialising in graphic design and brand communications for print, web and everything in-between. We are your branding partner – turning your visions and stories into awesome design and digital solutions. Through close collaboration, with extraordinary change-makers and companies of all sizes, we create real brand asset value and continually develop the brand’s ‘sweet spot’. Through graphic design, storytelling and digital experiences, we help you connect and grow your audience to ensure your brand gets the desired results. We are a team of dedicated graphic designers, strategic brand builders and intuitive web gurus, who truly know how to create, develop and maintain effective brands.
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                        Branding

                        
Your brand from A to Z! Branding underpins your sales and marketing funnel. And when it’s done well it will reinforce the value of your product or service in the minds of your customers – and give you an edge over competitors.

It’s been said that the best brands are built on great stories. Every element of your brand, from the colours of your logo and the design of your website, to your customer’s experience, are all part of your brand narrative. And every one of these elements should reflect your brand personality back to your customers and show them the value you can provide them.




At Design City, we help you tell your story in unique and engaging ways. So, whether you want a fully immersive website, a style guide, a compelling company profile, or a unique identity, we can help. And in doing so, help you build a successful, consistent, sustainable brand that people love.




Whether you’re a start-up or established company, we understand that every business is different. We can help you create your brand ‘sweet spot’. and offer end-to-end solutions to ensure your story has valued impact wherever it’s seen and heard.
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                        > Brand & Product Naming

                        
When you’re a start-up, perception is everything. Which is why your brand name or product name is so important. A brand is only as effective as the strategy behind it. So we’ll start by sitting down and thinking about the big-picture. We can then define the essence of your brand, and how it connects and moves people. From here we can then build a bullet-proof strategy that defines your long-term goals, and how best to get there. 




Every customer interaction builds your brand’s reputation. So when we work on your brand communications we’ll ensure you have consistency across all media channels. We’ll keep your brand message authentic, engaging and well considered.




From here we’ll work with you to create your suite of marketing collateral that aligns perfectly with your brand ethos. 
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                        > Brand Content & Focus

                        
Effective branding requires consistent messaging—something that’s doesn’t always come naturally for organically evolved brands. We can work with you to ensure your brand strategy and messaging always hits the mark and stays relevant to your customers in a fast changing marketplace.




Every customer interaction builds your brand’s reputation. So when we work on your brand communications we’ll ensure you have consistency across all media channels. We’ll keep your brand message authentic, engaging and customer-focused.




Brand evolution is a smart decision when you’ve grown beyond your current identity in a competitive market environment. We can work with you to evolve and grow your brand and reposition it in the industry. 
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                        > Brand Development & Management

                        
Brand evolution is a smart decision when you’ve grown beyond your current identity in a competitive market environment. We work with you to evolve and grow your brand and reposition it in the industry.  And that doesn’t mean changing everything—in fact, if something is working well then, we’ll leave it. Of course, if there’s something that needs a tweak, we’ll be sure to find the ‘sweet spot’! 




At Design City we help you develop a brand that inspires, influences and makes a memorable impact whenever your customers engage with it. We’ll bring your story to life through new marketing materials from internal templates and employee communications, right through to customer-facing signage, marketing materials and your website.




Think of us as your in-house branding department. As your brand guardian we’ll oversee and manage every facet of your brand collateral, ensuring consistency and tone of voice across all marketing materials, tenders, social media, and media releases.
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                        > Brand Identities

                        
Whether you’re looking for a new brand identity, a complete rebrand, or simply looking to breathe new life into your existing one, we work with you develop a strong and memorable brand that truly sets you apart in the industry.




We’ll start by looking at every aspect of your organisation, discovering what makes your business tick, and finding out where your business is heading in the future.




Finally, by pairing this knowledge with our craft, we’ll create a unique and memorable identity with the flexibility to evolve as your business changes.
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                        > Brand Style Guidelines

                        
From simple rules on logo usage, do’s and dont’s, colour palettes and photography styles, through to recommendations on tone of voice and copy, we can create style guidelines that are easy are to follow and ensure the same high quality standards are applied to your brand wherever it’s seen.
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                        Design

                        
First impressions count, so when a brand looks right, and feels right, it connects with the audience in a way nothing else can.




As a full service agency, we have the skills and experience required to manage all brand, creative, website and marketing projects. By working alongside you to develop a deep understanding of your business, we find your brand ‘sweet spot’ and ensure your brand is delivering a memorable and lasting experience for your clients and customers.




Our graphic design team is as eclectic as our portfolio, with experience in everything from packaging and product design, through to creative concepts, corporate identity, website design, advertising and annual reports.




By taking a holistic look at your business, we’re able to add real value through considered and strategic brand design. This is the wow factor that isn’t just skin deep, it’s ingrained in your business.
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                        > Annual Report Design

                        
Build your brand equity and keep your customers informed with innovative reports that deliver key information to the people that matter most.




We make the reporting process as streamlined and hassle-free as possible for you, by providing you with an end-to-end solution. From design, project management, and content management, through to editing, photography, print and online production. 




Let us streamline your reporting process. We cover annual reports, quarterly reports, tender documents, information memorandums, IPO’s, prospectuses, EOI’s through to interactive microsites, interactive PDFs and stunning flip books that connect with your audience. When we design reports for you, we’ll ensure they’re always informative, innovative and on brand.




Over the years we’ve got a proven track record of creating dynamic, informative reports for a range of ASX-listed companies, local government and non-for-profit organisations.
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                        > Logo Design

                        
Whether you’re looking for a complete rebrand, or simply looking to breathe new life into your existing one, we’ll work with you develop a strong and memorable brand that truly sets you apart in the industry.




Startups – A strong business needs a strong foundation. As a new business starting out, you need a professional identity from which to grow. Just because you’re a new business, doesn’t mean your identity should be restricted by your budget. At Design City, we have a strong focus on value with everything we do.




Brand Refresh – Want to breathe new life into your brand? If you want to protect and strengthen an already established brand, we can rework your existing identity to bring it more in line with how your company wants to be perceived. 




Brand Expansion – If you’ve recently merged or acquired a new business, a more strategic approach is required when it comes to rebranding or extending a current brand. We’re also well positioned to help you create divisions or develop umbrella brands, endorsed brands and house of brands.
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                        > Marketing

                        
ATTENTION – that’s what you’re fighting for! If securing a prime piece of real estate inside your target market’s mind is what you want, strategic marketing creative is how you do it.




Get your brand in front of the right eyes & ears! B2B or B2C, we’ll create insight driven marketing creative that connects with your audience and delivers your brand’s story loud & clear.




To give your business an edge over the competition, we dig deep into the psyche of your potential customers. By using targeted profiles of your audience and their behaviour, we’re able to craft strategic marketing creative that ensures your brand not only resonates with your desired market, but plants the seed for a relationship to bloom.




Already have a strong marketing strategy, but want to expand your outbound efforts? At Design City, we’ll deliver a whole suite of custom designed marketing solutions for you – from brochures & flyers, and company profiles, e-marketing and more. Whether you run a growing or established business, our marketing experience will ensure you leave a lasting impact on your target market.
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                        > Package Design & Production

                        
For powerful packaging solutions, first impressions are everything. Well-designed packaging can mean the difference between a customer purchasing your product or reaching for a competitor’s.




Great branding is about the whole story – inside and out. Our goal as graphic designers is to help you cut through the noise and communicate the USP of your product in a way that makes your customers desire what’s inside.




Equally as important as standing out on the shelf,  good packaging should also reinforce your brand and reflect the values that your business stands for. At Design City we understand that your brand at point of sale is crucial to the decision-making process that’s why our packaging designs connect with your customers emotionally, leaving a lasting impression and most importantly keeping you well and truly front of mind.




The marketplace is crowded, and now more than ever, you have to think outside the box – pardon the pun – in order to stand out! We can cover all shapes, sizes and styles of product packaging – including, but not limited to:  boxes, labels, prototypes to food safe packaging. 
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                        > Photography & Videos

                        
Imagery, whether static or cinematic, creates a powerful story for your brand. What’s yours? Images are everywhere, from billboards to magazines, websites to flyers. Video creates an emotional reaction from the viewer. No matter how eye-catching the headline, or provocative the copy, the image is the first thing that attracts the attention of the viewer and creates an emotional connection.




At Design City, we focus on creating imagery and video that connects, tells a story and enhances your brand. From strategic product and service photography and video, right through to story-boarding, image manipulation and art direction, let us help create an emotional connection with your audience.




Commercial photography – We understand how important it is for your business to not just connect, but make a lasting impression on your customers. The best way to achieve this is through professional, sharp and well executed photography – covering onsite-photography, corporate profiles to service showcase. 




Brand photography – We dig down to find the heart and soul of your business and capture it in powerful, well crafted, branded images for marketing and advertising purposes. 




Video production – incorporating story boarding, video content creation to corporate video production with a focus on brand value development. 
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                        > Presentations

                        
Take your presentation game to the next level with branded PowerPoint templates that includes a custom inner text slide, inner image slide and title slide. We can even update existing presentations to make them pop!
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                        > Print Management

                        
Print is still a powerful tool to have in your marketing arsenal. Our team will help you leverage this medium by managing print broking, press checks and print house liaison. We can even secure you preferential treatment when deadlines are tight.
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                        > Signage & Displays

                        
Effective signage needs to convey a lot of information in a very short amount of time. Five seconds, to be exact.




With our years of advertising experience, we know how to reinforce brand identities, create awareness, and drive engagement through all types of signage. By understanding placement, audience and objective, we’re able to craft a design layout that makes the most of your office front, booth, or special event.




Booth design and layout  – when visitors attend a tradeshow or expo, the first thing they’ll notice is the design of your booth – and this is what they’ll form their opinion on. That’s why it’s so important you showcase your brand in the best possible light. We’ve helped countless clients nail that first impression with engaging layout designs and exhibition walls, all delivered to schedule.




Banners, posters and more… if you’re not standing out, you’re blending in. Which is great if you’re playing hide & seek, but not so great when you’re at an expo, charity night or public reveal. We have the experience helping brands stand out, our team loves creating banners, posters, displays and slideshows that connect, engage and persuade your potential clients. Let us handle the entire project, from recommendations right through to print production!
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                        > Stationery & Templates

                        
One of the first points of contact between your business and your market, is your stationery. Needless to say, having a consistent brand across every touchpoint – both internally and externally – is imperative if you want to create a strong corporate identity.




We’ve helped countless clients take everything from their invoices, business cards, letterheads and email signatures from bland to bloody good!




Jam-packed with everything a business needs to leave a positive and lasting impression on their customers. Our experienced graphic designers will lovingly create your business cards, an word letterhead template, an HTML email footer and a PowerPoint template – all the stationery required to keep your brand consistent. Get the lot, or mix & match as required!




With no detail overlooked, professionally designed templates allow you and your team to present a compelling and consistent image, every time.
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                        Digital

                        
Connecting digitally with your audience is more important than ever. Yet when we look online, there’s a sea of samey-samey websites. Design City challenge this monotonous status-quo by creating custom websites and apps.




As a full service agency, we have the skills and experience required to manage all brand, creative, website and marketing projects. By working alongside you to develop a deep understanding of your business, we ensure your brand is delivering a memorable and lasting experience for your clients and customers.
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                        > Custom Website Design & Build

                        
The way you connect digitally with your audience is more important than ever! Yet when we look online, there’s a sea of samey-samey websites. Design City challenge this monotonous status-quo by creating custom websites and apps.




Your website is your shop window. An opportunity to showcase your brand, grab your customers’ attention and ensure they browse your store – instead of your competitors.




When we build an online presence for your business, we start by looking at what you’re trying to achieve, and create a customised solution based on your needs.




But that doesn’t mean our work is done once your site is up and running. In fact, we see ourselves as a long-term partner, not just a one-off solution. So we’ll always be there to lend our advice and support whenever you need it.




Over the years, we’ve built intuitive websites for small, medium and large organisations. All of them distinctly different, but all with one thing in common – the ability to grow their customer base with branding that works.
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                        > Social Media Content & Management

                        
For Facebook, Instagram, and Linkedin Marketing, expert social media consultation and influencer marketing campaigns. Grow your brand’s relevance and reach.




You can generate leads through all the major social networking sites and tell your brand’s story to engage with your prospects and advocates while you do it. Using an effective social media strategy and execution will help  to attract customers and new customer segments extend on existing relationships with customers to build brand advocacy and driving loyalty which ultimately drives sales in the long term.

We support clients to utilise their online asset through social media to  ensure the best use of your online investment dollar. Social platforms are a perfect opportunity to build a strong foundation to channel the brand’s voice and content on multiple networks to increase brand recognition, improve loyalty and generate reach and engagement with thousands if not millions of people.




Regardless of your company’s size, we deliver engaging content for attracting fans and followers that turn into real customers. We specialise in helping small to medium businesses evolving their online presence and maximise customer enagement through Social Media.
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                    Branding                

                
                    
Your brand from A to Z! Branding underpins your sales and marketing funnel. And when it’s done well it will reinforce the value of your product or service in the minds of your customers – and give you an edge over competitors.

It’s been said that the best brands are built on great stories. Every element of your brand, from the colours of your logo and the design of your website, to your customer’s experience, are all part of your brand narrative. And every one of these elements should reflect your brand personality back to your customers and show them the value you can provide them.




At Design City, we help you tell your story in unique and engaging ways. So, whether you want a fully immersive website, a style guide, a compelling company profile, or a unique identity, we can help. And in doing so, help you build a successful, consistent, sustainable brand that people love.




Whether you’re a start-up or established company, we understand that every business is different. We can help you create your brand ‘sweet spot’. and offer end-to-end solutions to ensure your story has valued impact wherever it’s seen and heard.

                

                
                    
                

            

            
            
                                                    
                    
                        
                            > Brand & Product Naming                        

                        
                            
                                
When you’re a start-up, perception is everything. Which is why your brand name or product name is so important. A brand is only as effective as the strategy behind it. So we’ll start by sitting down and thinking about the big-picture. We can then define the essence of your brand, and how it connects and moves people. From here we can then build a bullet-proof strategy that defines your long-term goals, and how best to get there. 




Every customer interaction builds your brand’s reputation. So when we work on your brand communications we’ll ensure you have consistency across all media channels. We’ll keep your brand message authentic, engaging and well considered.




From here we’ll work with you to create your suite of marketing collateral that aligns perfectly with your brand ethos. 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Brand Content & Focus                        

                        
                            
                                
Effective branding requires consistent messaging—something that’s doesn’t always come naturally for organically evolved brands. We can work with you to ensure your brand strategy and messaging always hits the mark and stays relevant to your customers in a fast changing marketplace.




Every customer interaction builds your brand’s reputation. So when we work on your brand communications we’ll ensure you have consistency across all media channels. We’ll keep your brand message authentic, engaging and customer-focused.




Brand evolution is a smart decision when you’ve grown beyond your current identity in a competitive market environment. We can work with you to evolve and grow your brand and reposition it in the industry. 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Brand Development & Management                        

                        
                            
                                
Brand evolution is a smart decision when you’ve grown beyond your current identity in a competitive market environment. We work with you to evolve and grow your brand and reposition it in the industry.  And that doesn’t mean changing everything—in fact, if something is working well then, we’ll leave it. Of course, if there’s something that needs a tweak, we’ll be sure to find the ‘sweet spot’! 




At Design City we help you develop a brand that inspires, influences and makes a memorable impact whenever your customers engage with it. We’ll bring your story to life through new marketing materials from internal templates and employee communications, right through to customer-facing signage, marketing materials and your website.




Think of us as your in-house branding department. As your brand guardian we’ll oversee and manage every facet of your brand collateral, ensuring consistency and tone of voice across all marketing materials, tenders, social media, and media releases.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Brand Identities                        

                        
                            
                                
Whether you’re looking for a new brand identity, a complete rebrand, or simply looking to breathe new life into your existing one, we work with you develop a strong and memorable brand that truly sets you apart in the industry.




We’ll start by looking at every aspect of your organisation, discovering what makes your business tick, and finding out where your business is heading in the future.




Finally, by pairing this knowledge with our craft, we’ll create a unique and memorable identity with the flexibility to evolve as your business changes.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Brand Style Guidelines                        

                        
                            
                                
From simple rules on logo usage, do’s and dont’s, colour palettes and photography styles, through to recommendations on tone of voice and copy, we can create style guidelines that are easy are to follow and ensure the same high quality standards are applied to your brand wherever it’s seen.
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                    Design                

                
                    
First impressions count, so when a brand looks right, and feels right, it connects with the audience in a way nothing else can.




As a full service agency, we have the skills and experience required to manage all brand, creative, website and marketing projects. By working alongside you to develop a deep understanding of your business, we find your brand ‘sweet spot’ and ensure your brand is delivering a memorable and lasting experience for your clients and customers.




Our graphic design team is as eclectic as our portfolio, with experience in everything from packaging and product design, through to creative concepts, corporate identity, website design, advertising and annual reports.




By taking a holistic look at your business, we’re able to add real value through considered and strategic brand design. This is the wow factor that isn’t just skin deep, it’s ingrained in your business.

                

                
                    
                

            

            
            
                                                    
                    
                        
                            > Annual Report Design                        

                        
                            
                                
Build your brand equity and keep your customers informed with innovative reports that deliver key information to the people that matter most.




We make the reporting process as streamlined and hassle-free as possible for you, by providing you with an end-to-end solution. From design, project management, and content management, through to editing, photography, print and online production. 




Let us streamline your reporting process. We cover annual reports, quarterly reports, tender documents, information memorandums, IPO’s, prospectuses, EOI’s through to interactive microsites, interactive PDFs and stunning flip books that connect with your audience. When we design reports for you, we’ll ensure they’re always informative, innovative and on brand.




Over the years we’ve got a proven track record of creating dynamic, informative reports for a range of ASX-listed companies, local government and non-for-profit organisations.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Logo Design                        

                        
                            
                                
Whether you’re looking for a complete rebrand, or simply looking to breathe new life into your existing one, we’ll work with you develop a strong and memorable brand that truly sets you apart in the industry.




Startups – A strong business needs a strong foundation. As a new business starting out, you need a professional identity from which to grow. Just because you’re a new business, doesn’t mean your identity should be restricted by your budget. At Design City, we have a strong focus on value with everything we do.




Brand Refresh – Want to breathe new life into your brand? If you want to protect and strengthen an already established brand, we can rework your existing identity to bring it more in line with how your company wants to be perceived. 




Brand Expansion – If you’ve recently merged or acquired a new business, a more strategic approach is required when it comes to rebranding or extending a current brand. We’re also well positioned to help you create divisions or develop umbrella brands, endorsed brands and house of brands.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Marketing                        

                        
                            
                                
ATTENTION – that’s what you’re fighting for! If securing a prime piece of real estate inside your target market’s mind is what you want, strategic marketing creative is how you do it.




Get your brand in front of the right eyes & ears! B2B or B2C, we’ll create insight driven marketing creative that connects with your audience and delivers your brand’s story loud & clear.




To give your business an edge over the competition, we dig deep into the psyche of your potential customers. By using targeted profiles of your audience and their behaviour, we’re able to craft strategic marketing creative that ensures your brand not only resonates with your desired market, but plants the seed for a relationship to bloom.




Already have a strong marketing strategy, but want to expand your outbound efforts? At Design City, we’ll deliver a whole suite of custom designed marketing solutions for you – from brochures & flyers, and company profiles, e-marketing and more. Whether you run a growing or established business, our marketing experience will ensure you leave a lasting impact on your target market.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Package Design & Production                        

                        
                            
                                
For powerful packaging solutions, first impressions are everything. Well-designed packaging can mean the difference between a customer purchasing your product or reaching for a competitor’s.




Great branding is about the whole story – inside and out. Our goal as graphic designers is to help you cut through the noise and communicate the USP of your product in a way that makes your customers desire what’s inside.




Equally as important as standing out on the shelf,  good packaging should also reinforce your brand and reflect the values that your business stands for. At Design City we understand that your brand at point of sale is crucial to the decision-making process that’s why our packaging designs connect with your customers emotionally, leaving a lasting impression and most importantly keeping you well and truly front of mind.




The marketplace is crowded, and now more than ever, you have to think outside the box – pardon the pun – in order to stand out! We can cover all shapes, sizes and styles of product packaging – including, but not limited to:  boxes, labels, prototypes to food safe packaging. 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Photography & Videos                        

                        
                            
                                
Imagery, whether static or cinematic, creates a powerful story for your brand. What’s yours? Images are everywhere, from billboards to magazines, websites to flyers. Video creates an emotional reaction from the viewer. No matter how eye-catching the headline, or provocative the copy, the image is the first thing that attracts the attention of the viewer and creates an emotional connection.




At Design City, we focus on creating imagery and video that connects, tells a story and enhances your brand. From strategic product and service photography and video, right through to story-boarding, image manipulation and art direction, let us help create an emotional connection with your audience.




Commercial photography – We understand how important it is for your business to not just connect, but make a lasting impression on your customers. The best way to achieve this is through professional, sharp and well executed photography – covering onsite-photography, corporate profiles to service showcase. 




Brand photography – We dig down to find the heart and soul of your business and capture it in powerful, well crafted, branded images for marketing and advertising purposes. 




Video production – incorporating story boarding, video content creation to corporate video production with a focus on brand value development. 

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Presentations                        

                        
                            
                                
Take your presentation game to the next level with branded PowerPoint templates that includes a custom inner text slide, inner image slide and title slide. We can even update existing presentations to make them pop!

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Print Management                        

                        
                            
                                
Print is still a powerful tool to have in your marketing arsenal. Our team will help you leverage this medium by managing print broking, press checks and print house liaison. We can even secure you preferential treatment when deadlines are tight.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Signage & Displays                        

                        
                            
                                
Effective signage needs to convey a lot of information in a very short amount of time. Five seconds, to be exact.




With our years of advertising experience, we know how to reinforce brand identities, create awareness, and drive engagement through all types of signage. By understanding placement, audience and objective, we’re able to craft a design layout that makes the most of your office front, booth, or special event.




Booth design and layout  – when visitors attend a tradeshow or expo, the first thing they’ll notice is the design of your booth – and this is what they’ll form their opinion on. That’s why it’s so important you showcase your brand in the best possible light. We’ve helped countless clients nail that first impression with engaging layout designs and exhibition walls, all delivered to schedule.




Banners, posters and more… if you’re not standing out, you’re blending in. Which is great if you’re playing hide & seek, but not so great when you’re at an expo, charity night or public reveal. We have the experience helping brands stand out, our team loves creating banners, posters, displays and slideshows that connect, engage and persuade your potential clients. Let us handle the entire project, from recommendations right through to print production!

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Stationery & Templates                        

                        
                            
                                
One of the first points of contact between your business and your market, is your stationery. Needless to say, having a consistent brand across every touchpoint – both internally and externally – is imperative if you want to create a strong corporate identity.




We’ve helped countless clients take everything from their invoices, business cards, letterheads and email signatures from bland to bloody good!




Jam-packed with everything a business needs to leave a positive and lasting impression on their customers. Our experienced graphic designers will lovingly create your business cards, an word letterhead template, an HTML email footer and a PowerPoint template – all the stationery required to keep your brand consistent. Get the lot, or mix & match as required!




With no detail overlooked, professionally designed templates allow you and your team to present a compelling and consistent image, every time.
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                    Digital                

                
                    
Connecting digitally with your audience is more important than ever. Yet when we look online, there’s a sea of samey-samey websites. Design City challenge this monotonous status-quo by creating custom websites and apps.




As a full service agency, we have the skills and experience required to manage all brand, creative, website and marketing projects. By working alongside you to develop a deep understanding of your business, we ensure your brand is delivering a memorable and lasting experience for your clients and customers.

                

                
                    
                

            

            
            
                                                    
                    
                        
                            > Custom Website Design & Build                        

                        
                            
                                
The way you connect digitally with your audience is more important than ever! Yet when we look online, there’s a sea of samey-samey websites. Design City challenge this monotonous status-quo by creating custom websites and apps.




Your website is your shop window. An opportunity to showcase your brand, grab your customers’ attention and ensure they browse your store – instead of your competitors.




When we build an online presence for your business, we start by looking at what you’re trying to achieve, and create a customised solution based on your needs.




But that doesn’t mean our work is done once your site is up and running. In fact, we see ourselves as a long-term partner, not just a one-off solution. So we’ll always be there to lend our advice and support whenever you need it.




Over the years, we’ve built intuitive websites for small, medium and large organisations. All of them distinctly different, but all with one thing in common – the ability to grow their customer base with branding that works.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                                    
                    
                        
                            > Social Media Content & Management                        

                        
                            
                                
For Facebook, Instagram, and Linkedin Marketing, expert social media consultation and influencer marketing campaigns. Grow your brand’s relevance and reach.




You can generate leads through all the major social networking sites and tell your brand’s story to engage with your prospects and advocates while you do it. Using an effective social media strategy and execution will help  to attract customers and new customer segments extend on existing relationships with customers to build brand advocacy and driving loyalty which ultimately drives sales in the long term.

We support clients to utilise their online asset through social media to  ensure the best use of your online investment dollar. Social platforms are a perfect opportunity to build a strong foundation to channel the brand’s voice and content on multiple networks to increase brand recognition, improve loyalty and generate reach and engagement with thousands if not millions of people.




Regardless of your company’s size, we deliver engaging content for attracting fans and followers that turn into real customers. We specialise in helping small to medium businesses evolving their online presence and maximise customer enagement through Social Media.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                
                            

            


                                    






Empowering brands to thrive




Collaborating with change-makers and all tiers of business to help to develop their brands as they evolve and grow. 











    

                    
                
                    
                        
                            RUMPS & T-BONES

                            Finest quality meats and farm-direct produce.

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            RUMPS & T-BONES

                            
Located in Meadow Springs Shopping Centre, Mandurah, Rumps & T-bones are your trusted local premium butcher for high-quality meat, fresh farm-direct produce, and gourmet goodies. Design City collaborated closely with the owner to craft a memorable brand that truly connects with the local community. A fresh and modern shop front design was developed to elevate the street appeal and create a standout presence within the shopping centre.
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                            MELVILLE PARK

                            A WA homestead producing heirloom fruit and veggies, cheese and spirits.

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            MELVILLE PARK

                            





Melville Park is blossoming with its vision for the farm and supplying community food, and Design City couldn’t be more excited to be a part of the journey! We’re thrilled to team up with the wonderful family behind Melville Park, working hand in hand to bring their vision to life. Our goal is to infuse every design with a traditional style that reflects the homestead’s charm and character.
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                            Sustainable civil contracting solutions 

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            DM CIVIL

                            
DM Civil provides tailored, sustainable civil contracting solutions to many of Perth’s leading companies. We developed a strong brand to express their progressive direction and partnered to create the full brand experience: strategy, naming and design guidelines to evolving cross-platform brand communications. Portraying core capabilities as the leader in pipeline construction and Trenchless technologies across Perth and regional areas. 
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                            A new breed of insurance brokers

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            PENGUIN RISK SOLUTIONS

                            
Penguin Risk Solutions is a new breed of insurance brokers, blending old-school service philosophies with a fresh modern approach. Exceptional service and unwavering commitment to transparency. The team at Penguin Risk Solutions do things differently. Providing decades of experience and old-school service that delivers better outcomes.
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                            Sustainable production solutions to the energy and resources industries
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GR Production Services (GRPS) is a leading provider of fully integrated, safe and sustainable production solutions to the energy and resources industries. With a reputation for delivering safe and sustainable solutions, we work as an integrated team with our clients to enhance HSSEQ, field life, cost performance
and optimise production.
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                            Financial services & corporate treasury services provider

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            WA TREASURY

                            
WA Treasury Corporation is the State’s central financial services provider, working with its public sector clients to achieve sound financial outcomes. Design City has built WATC’s brand equity through award winning annual reports and continued investor communications.
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                            WESTLINE CIVIL

                            Specialists in civil and hydraulic infrastructure solutions

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            WESTLINE CIVIL

                            
Westline Civil provides tailored, integrated hydraulic infrastructure solutions for leading companies in Civil, Industrial and Commercial Industries. We are a privately owned company that is committed to delivering industry best practice results.
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                            Copper Developer in Chile

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            HOT CHILI

                            
Hot Chili is developing the large-scale Costa Fuego Project – a copper hub comprising two major copper deposits: Productora and Cortadera. Hot Chili is now trading on the TSXV and OTCQX
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                            Unique civil support services provider

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            KEE GROUP

                            
Kee Group is a multi-faceted WA family owned and operated civil support services provider that has a demonstrated record of providing an exceptional service throughout Perth. Working closely with the owner of Kee Group, we promoted their premium services and showcased consistent design and identities in all brand communications across their diverse capabilities. 
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                            Specialised land & infrastructure engineering

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            JDSI

                            
JDSI specialise in comprehensive civil engineering planning, design and construction solutions for land development, resources and infrastructure projects of any size and complexity across Perth. With a complete brand refresh, Design City focused on their specialised approach to land development and civil infrastructure. Showcasing their customer-centric capabilities to execute the most challenging projects. 
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                            Converting Perth’s waste into sustainable energy

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            ERWTE

                            
East Rockingham Waste-To-Energy (ERWTE) is a 300,000 tonne-per-annum waste to energy facility under construction in Rockingham south of Perth. The ERWTE project is a $511million investment in Perth’s future and Design City were engaged to establish this new brand across all communications and develop its brand story of sustainable waste management using waste to energy to deliver tangible benefits to the community, environment and economy.
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                            Diversity in fabrication, site installation & maintenance services

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            ALLTYPE

                            
Alltype Engineering provides workshop fabrication, site installation, construction and maintenance services to the Oil & Gas, Water, Power Generation, Infrastructure, Mining, Resources, Petrochemical and Defence industries, in both the private and public sectors. As an extension to their marketing team, we transformed their brand to strategically promote their national reach, full service capabilities and to increase brand awareness of their market segments.
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                            Helping children and young people’s wellbeing in WA

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            CCYP

                            
Commissioner for Children and Young People works with children and young people, their families, community and government to make WA a better place. Design City has helped to evolve its brand assets to create relatable and engaging communications to the general population and fostering cultural change. 
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                            Transforming a Nation

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            TRANSFORM

                            
Transform Cambodia gives neglected and vulnerable street children of Phnom Penh keys to a life of unlimited potential. Design City works in close partnership with the Transform Team evolving the brand to make it more modern, culture inclusive, and accessible. We are proud of our association with this brand and supporting outstanding young adults to build exceptional lives.
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                            Engineering-led global specialist

                        

                    

                

                
                    

                        
                            SRG GLOBAL

                            
SRG Global is an engineering-led global specialist asset services, mining services and construction group built to solve the complex problems across the entire asset lifecycle. Design City continue to roll-out brand assets to increase market share by having a positive impact on how their brand and service offerings are communicated to their target markets.
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                            Concerts, Touring and Events Management
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Zaccaria is now one of the largest independent concert promoters in Australia, and proudly 100% Australian owned. Design City created the brand guidelines and various promotional pieces for the three outdoor concert brands BY THE C, CASTAWAY, and SUMMERSALT.
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                            A WA homestead producing heirloom fruit and veggies, cheese and spirits.
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                            Sustainable civil contracting solutions 
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                            Specialists in civil and hydraulic infrastructure solutions
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Good design drives business




Since 2000, we’ve helped countless companies across Perth, Western Australia, increase their brand value through all types of media. There’s one thing that’s absolutely instrumental in taking your business to the next level: graphic design. Let’s take a look at the different ways graphic design can help your business and take your brand to an entirely new level in the process. The values of great design in business:







    

                    
                

                
                    Different by design

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Different by design

                            
Ninety percent of the information transmitted in the human brain is visual. Google defines Graphic Design as ‘the art or skill of combining text and pictures in advertisements, magazines, or books.’ We feel that’s far too vague and neglects to state the value that design adds to a business.




We propose a new definition of graphic design – The arrangement, organization, and manipulation of content, imagery, and graphic elements into compelling formats for both digital and print mediums. The clear communication of value, benefits, and reasons to believe in a brand’s product, service, or technology.’ Graphic Design is the development of visual communications that resonate with a specific target audience with an objective to create awareness, shape perceptions, increase market share, and elevate brands.

And that’s what we continue to deliver! 

                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            





                
                

                
                    Effective solutions

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Effective solutions

                            
In today’s cluttered online marketplace, brand recognition is everything. A graphically striking, attractive, and cohesive brand image will both draw new customers to your business and help you retain existing ones. One of the values graphic design offers is the essence of standing out from the crowd.




Even if you have a great company slogan, it’s ultimately the visuals associated with your brand that people will remember. Think of it this way—we all recognize the Nike “check mark” symbol even with no text attached. The human brain is simply wired in such a way that most people understand pictures much more quickly than words or data. Over 65% of people are visual learners, meaning that they process concepts and commit them to memory through primarily visual means. Powerful images are therefore the most efficient and effective way of getting people to connect with your brand’s message.

                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            





                
                

                
                    Good vibrations

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Good vibrations

                            
Speaking of presenting key information in an impactful way, when you’re first launching your business (or trying to scale your business to the next level), there’s no one you need to impact more than investors.




When you pitch to investors, you need to frame your brand in a way that builds value, and clearly communicates why they should funnel resources into your company. Well-designed presentations and pitch decks are key for driving funding. Not only do they present key information in a way that’s attention-grabbing and visually impactful, but they also show that you know how to communicate clearly and effectively.




Bottom line: As a business, you need money. Sometimes, you need that money to come from investors. And if you want to get that money from investors, you need to leverage graphic design to create a presentation or pitch deck that shows them why you’re worth the investment. 

                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            





                
                

                
                    Increasing Your Customers Interaction

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Increasing Your Customers Interaction

                            
Well-designed marketing materials are key to staying top of mind with potential clients and customers. Build the marketing arsenal that will do the work for you. 




When you connect with a new business contact, you want to stay top of mind long after the conversation is over. And the best way to do that? Graphic design, of course.




Well-designed marketing assets (like business cards, flyers, presentations or brochures) are crucial for growing your business because they continue to deliver key messaging to potential clients and customers when you’re not around. They also give you are also worth the time investment, once the initial design is done, all that’s left to do is get your marketing assets out into the world.

                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            





                
                

                
                    Strengthening your brand assets

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Strengthening your brand assets

                            
When you use multiple versions of logos, typefaces and colours in your business communications you create inconsistency, making your organisation appear haphazard and unprofessional. 




We create a reliable image, helping to ensure graphic elements are used consistently throughout your organisation in both internal and external communications, marketing and advertising materials, websites and products. 




Overall consistency creates a sense of structure for the viewer. Which helps them understand more about your product, idea or message. Consistency is key for customers to develop trust and confidence in your business!

                        

                        
                    

                    
                

                
            





                
                

                
                    Capturing Your Customers Attention

                    
                        VIEW MORE
                        
                            Capturing Your Customers Attention

                            
Most of us are constantly inundated with information from mobile phones, computers, television, radio, signage, magazines and more. And our attention spans are getting shorter. For marketing efforts to remain effective in this time of change we now only have a few seconds to capture viewers’ attention and keep it. Chances are, there is a ton of information about your business that you want to get out in the world—everything from annual sales to performance data to engagement statistics. And all that data can be super impactful if you get it in front of the right people.




But if you present it in a way that falls flat, it doesn’t matter how impactful the information about your business is, it’s not going to connect with your audience. Who wants to read through an endless stream of spreadsheets, bullet points, and huge blocks of text? The answer is no one. And that’s where graphic design comes in.




Leveraging graphic design allows you to present key data, information, and statistics about your business in a way that’s going to pack a powerful punch and make a real impact on your audience.
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